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“European Commission announces a New Plan to Face the 

Waves of Asylum to Europe" 

 
 

 

 Clashes and Appeals to Enter Fuel to the Yarmouk Camp in Damascus 

 Transportation Crisis Exacerbates the Suffering of Khan Dannon Residents 

in Damascus Suburb 

 Significant Rise of Food Prices at Neirab Following the Closure of the Road 

to Aleppo City  

 Al Wafaa European Campaign Arrives the Greek Island of Mytilene to 

Check the Refugee' Conditions 
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Europe 

The European Commission announced yesterday a new plan consists of 

17 items to face the flow of refugees to Europe. The agreement was 

announced after a mini-summit in Brussels included countries of the 

European Union and a number of Balkan countries the day before 

yesterday. 

According to media sources, the main points which are set out in the plan 

concentrated on improving the daily 

exchange of information including 

mobility through the Western Balkans 

route, preventing the movement of 

refugees from another country without 

informing the second country, and 

improving the reception conditions of 

migrants especially by increasing the 

capacity to 100,000 immigrants in 

Greece (50,000 currently) and in the Western Balkans (50,000).  

The agreement also included strengthening the efforts to facilitate the 

return of immigrants who are not in need for international protection, as 

well as enhancing the cooperation for the return of deported immigrants 

to third countries, and intensifying cooperation with Bangladesh, 

Afghanistan, and Pakistan. In addition, combating smuggling and 

trafficking of human beings by the help of Front ex Interpol, and 

European police. 
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 It was also agreed on enhancing the cooperation between the 

international and financial institutions to support the financial efforts of 

the concerned countries, in addition, meeting the flow of migrants by 

insuring full capacity to register them through maximum use of biometric 

data in cooperation with the European agencies to exchange information. 

The European Commission President, Jean-Claude Juncker, said in a 

press conference: "We made clear the policy of just passing people" 

referring to the cooperation agreements and avoiding individual national 

actions that contributed in the chaos across the region. 

 

Recent Update 

The remained medical cadres in the Yarmouk camp called for the 

introduction of fuel and its diversities to the camp after the increase in 

the number of burn injuries among residents of the camp and the death of 

a number of them by burning because of the gasoline industry. 

Many residents of the camp were forced to secure gasoline and extract it 

through the distillation of plastic after burning it with a mixture of carpet, 

covers, sponges, and others despite great dangers that are resulted from 

the extraction process. Some direct dangers of this process may include 

gas explosion caused by the distillation process and the resulting burns 

some of which were third-class and led to the death according to the 

medical cadres. 

One of the doctors said that" the other resulting materials such as first 

carbon sulfur dioxide, hydrocarbons, and some small grains lead to the 
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immediate effects on the respiratory system by the lack of hypoxia, 

asthma, bronchitis and other allergic diseases, as well as the future 

influences especially the lung cancer". 

 

 The medical commissions in the Yarmouk camp for Palestinian refugee 

in Damascus announced the full running out of medical supplies and 

medicines from the besieged camp, warning from the interruption of first 

aid services in less than a week, in addition to the need for fuel to run 

generators, the only source for medical centers and in treating residents. 

The Syrian army and its loyal groups targeted the locations of Al- Nasrah 

Front groups over clashes axis in the besieged Yarmouk camp. The 

conflicting areas are experiencing violent clashes between the two sides 

and attempts of each side to achieve progress.  

This coincides with the continuous siege of the regular army and groups 

of the General Command for 847 days respectively, power outages for 

more than 917 days, and water cut for 407days respectively. 
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In Damascus suburb, residents of Khan Danoon camp are suffering from 

transportation. Employers, workers, and students of the camp cannot 

access their business, jobs, schools, and universities on time due to the 

lack of buses forcing them to leave their homes at five o'clock in the 

morning to reach at eight o'clock. 

The residents of the camp demanded the stakeholders across many social 

network websites to resolve their problem and forming a delegation of 

notables of the camp to meet with stakeholders in Damascus suburb and 

to follow up the case. They also said that the solution lies in organizing 

the passenger buses, or specializing buses for internal transfer that come 

daily every morning to transfer students, workers, and others. 

It is noteworthy that residents of Khan Danoon camp are experiencing 

miserable living conditions as a result of lack of basic services, shortage 

of bread, and continuous electricity, water, and telecommunications 

outages for long periods up to more 

than 16 hours a day. 

Turning to the Syrian north, Al-Nairab 

camp witnessed a significant rise in the 

prices of materials due to the closure 

of roads leading to the city of Aleppo 

and Aleppo main Sherian Khanasser 

road, where the price of a kilo of 

tomatoes reached 1$ which was 0.2$ 

before, while some shops owners 

started monopolizing food commodities and fuel in anticipation of selling 

them expensively if the road remained closed.  
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The connecting road between Al- Neirab and the city of Aleppo was 

closed after the progress of the armed opposition groups on the Sheikh 

Saeed and Ramouseh road, while residents and university students of Al-

Neirab camp are waiting in Aleppo for the road to be open which 

witnesses acts of unstable actions between the Syrian army and armed 

opposition groups.  

It is noteworthy that the camp is witnessing a state of instability and 

unsafety due to the tense security situation in the adjacent areas. The 

location of Al-Nairab adjacent to the Neirab military airport made it a 

strategic location for the conflicting parties in Syria which was subjected 

to bombing and shooting which led to many casualties. 

 

Civil Work Committees 

A Delegation of Al Wafaa European campaign and a number of 

participating organizations in the relief convoy arrived yesterday to the 

Greek Island of Mytileneto fellow- up the conditions of refuges who 

escaped from the war and arrived to the island by sea from the 

neighboring countries.  

According to the campaign, the relief delegation will visit the camps in 

the island in order to fellow- up the conditions of the refugees and to 

work on providing food and relief materials. 

It is worth mentioning that the Greek Island of Mytileneis one of the first 

points in Greece in which the refugees who move through the sea reach 

in an effort to access Europe. 
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Numbers and Statistics till 27/10/2015 

 15,500 Palestinian Syrian refugees in Jordan, 45,000 Palestinian 

Syrian refugees in Lebanon, and 6,000 refugees in Egypt, 

according to the UNRWA's statistics till July 2015. 

 At least 36,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

 The Yarmouk Camp: - Siege, imposed by the Regular Army and 

PFGC, continued for 847 days respectively. In addition, power cuts 

continued for more than 917 days, water was cut for 407 days 

respectively. The number of victims due to the siege has reached to 

182 victims.  

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 708 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - Residents have left the camp for 909 days after 

the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 553 days without water and 70% 

of its buildings were demolished. 
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 Jarmana, AL Saieda Zainab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the economic 

crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center 

are still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Shieh road.  


